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1 Introduction

Usually, the bosonic part of the standard model of eleme~tary particles is based on the Yang-
Mills- Higgs action which is interpreted as a specific functidnal Iy M Hdefined on the set of tripie

{gJ.Ll/' AJ.L, rp}. Here, gJ.L1/ denotes the metric on spacetime J (and is usually assumed to be fixed
by the flat metric), AJ.L denotes the gauge potential and <p the Higgs field. In contrast to the
bosonic part of the standard model, the fermionic action[ is defined with respect to a specific
Dirae operator Dy called the "Dirac- Yukawa" operator. This Dirac operator takes the specific
form3: i

I
Dy = i'YJ.L(8J.L + wJ.L + AJ.L) + ~~, (1)

where wJ.L := -~ 'YabwabJ.L denotes the spin connection defi~ed by the Levi-Cevita connection on
I

spacetime M (which drops out in the case of gJ.L1/ being flat). ~ denotes an odd (anti-hermitian)
matrix containing the Higgs field rp in a certain representation and defines the "Yukawa coupling

term": I
N

ii[;~'IjJ = L i[;a(i~)ab'IjJb.: (2)
a,b=l I

Here, the spin degrees of freedom of the fermions 'IjJ are suppressed and N denotes the dimension
of the fermion representation of the gauge group G. Consequently, the fermionic action IDy - the
D'irac-Yukawa action - can be considered as a specific funJtional defined on the set {gJ.Ll/' AJ.L, rp}

as weIl. This is the "usual" point of view of how the action functional of the standard model is
I

understood. Of course, this point of view corresponds to I the fact that the specific form of the
action serves as one of the main ingredients of a general Yang-Mills-Higgs model building kit,

But there is also another perspective of how the action of the standard model (without
gravity!) can be viewed, namely the approach by Connes bnd Lott which uses the framework of

I

Connes' non-commutative geometry (c.f. [C] and [CL]). In this approach the action functional

is deri ved from a "K -cy~le", Moreover, Connes has all,o mentioned that the specific Dirac
operator:

D = 'YJ.L(8J.L +WJ.L+ AJ.L)! (3)

is linked to the euclidean Einstein-Hilbert action IEH vJa the Wodzicki residue of the inverse
of D2. This was explicitly shown in [K] and [KW]. Obv~ously, this Dirac operator defines the
"kinetic" part of the Dirac-Yukawa action. It might be Worth mentioning that in the Connes-

I

Lott approach to the standard model the spin connection wJ.L always drops out and therefore
the metric gJ.L1/ on spacetime M remains indefinite, If 0* the other hand, one uses the kinetic
pait D of the Dirac-Yukawa operator (1) in order to ~erive the Einstein-Hilbert action - as
proposed by Connes - the information contained in the gauge field AJ.L is lost.

30ur conventions are specified in the next section,
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Following Connes' point of view, where a Dirac operator (K-cycle) is on the input side and
the action is on the output side, it is natural to ask whether there is a Dirac operator :ö from
which both the Einstein-Hilbert and the Yang-Mills-Higgs action can be derived simultaneously.
In this letter we answer this question affimatively. Moreover, we show that this particular Dirac
operator is completly determined by the Dirac-Yukawa operator (1).

2 Mathematieal preliminaries

In order to be specific and to fix our notation we make the following assumptions: let spacetime
M be described by a four dimensional compact Riemannian spin-manifold without boundary.
Then we use the following convention for the Clifford relation: {)'a, "l} )'a)'b + )'b)'a = _2gab.

The involution on the "spin-space" S (~ <ei E9 <C~, locally) is denoted by )'5 with the two
conditions: )'g = lIs and )'; = )'5, We also use the shorthand notation: 2)'ab := ["(a, )'bJ.

Furthermore it is assumed that the "gamma matrices" )'a define a hermitian representation
of the complexified Clifford algebra. Since we are only interested in local statements we also
assurne that the (hermitian) "gauge-bundle" E 1-7 M is trivial, i.e. we assurne that E =
M X <eN. In order to take parity violation into account we set: <eN = <en1 E9 <en2 (N :=

nl +n2)' Consequently, the internal space Eis also 7l2-graded and we denote the corresponding
involution on E by X. Since the spinor fields 'IjJ= ('ljJL, 'ljJR) are to be considered as elements of
the tensor product E := S@E of the spin space Sand the internal space E 4 we can take into
account the two 7l2-gradings of the respective spaces Sand E by using the "graded tensor
product" - indicated by "@" - instead ofthe usual tensor product5. Thus 'IjJ(x) E Ex = Sx@Ex ~
(<ei E9 <e~)@<eN, x E M. The unitary representation of the gauge group G (which is assumed
to be compact and semi-simple) on the internal space Eis denoted by p, i.e. p: G 1-7 MN(<C) 6.

Since the covariant derivative7

(4)

defining the Dirac operator D satisfies the crucial relation:

(5)

it deserves a special name: it is called a Clifford connection. Here, r~J.L denotes the Christoffel
symbol. The relation (5) fixes the spin part of a Clifford connection to be unambiguously

4I.e. 'I/J = 'l/Jsa, where "s" denotes the spin degree of freedom and therefore refers to the spin spaee S
and "a" denotes the gauge degree of freedom and therefore refers to the internal spaee E.

SLet us reeall that the graded tensor product is defined as follows: (A0B)(A' 0B') :=
(-l)IBIIA'IAA'0BB', for all A,A',B,B' E End(£), with IBI,IA'I E {O,l} depending on whether B,A'
are.even or odd elements with respeet to X and "'(S.The total grading on £ is defined by "'(s0X.

6From a mathematieal point of view most of these assumptions are redundant. For the general setting
we refer to [AT].

7Here, ][5 and ][E denotes the identity elements in End(S) (~ M4(C), locally) and End(E) ~ MN(C),
respectively. Note that we have ignored the tensor product strueture of £ in the introduetion.
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defined by the Levi-Cevita connection. In other words: two Clifford connections can differ only
with respect to the gauge field AJ.L"

As a consequence of (5) we can introduce the following covariant section:

(6)

with the property of being covariantly constant with respect to any Clifford connection (4).
Additionally it fulfills:

(7)

We now introduce the Wodzicki function W&. Let us denote by D(£) the affine space of all
Dirac operators D defined on £ which satisfy8

(8)

for all f E COO(M). Then the Wodzieki function is the particular functional on D(£)

W& : D( £) 1-+

D 1-+

<C
- 1 - -2

W&( D) := - 6NRes( D ).

Here, Res denotes the Wodzicki residue whieh generalizes the residue of Adler and Manin (c.f.
. - -2

[W], [A] and [MD. It can be shown that Res( D ) is strongly related to the subleading term of
- 2 - 2

the asymptotic expansion of the heat kernel exp( -7 D ) of D (c.f. [G] and [KW]). Moreover,
using a generalized version of the Liehnerowiez formula for the decomposition of D2 we have

shown that (c.£. [ATD

(9)

with 1£1 := dime and Igl := det[gJLY]' Here, rM denotes the Ried scalar of M and the
homomorphism F takes the explicit form:

F(D)

(10)

with WJL := ~JL( D- D). Since D- D E End(£), here, the notation ~JL( D- D) means the product
in End(£). Dis defined with respect to any Clifford connection (4) and FJLY denotes the Yang-
Mills field strength with respect to the gauge field AJ.L" Note that AJL E p*(9) c End(E), where

8This relation ean aetually be eonsidered as adefinition of a Dirae operator eompatible with the given
Clifford strueture on £ sinee the spaee £ not only denotes a 7l2-graded veetorbundle over A1 but also a
"Clifford modul".
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9 denotes the Lie-algebra of the gauge group G and P* the corresponding homomorphism
between 9 and End(E) induced by the representation p. The covariant derivative '\7 J.L denotes
the induced ClifIord connection on T* M Q9End(£), i.e.

(11)

Note that the second and the third term in (10) always drop out when calculating W£.

We are now in the position to define our approach to the standard model. After we have
fixed the general scheme we shall introduce a particular Dirac operator from which the full
action functional of the standard model can be derived.

3 Model building kit

3.1 The general scheme

In this subsection we introduce a new model building kit for gauge theories similar to the
Connes-Lott scheme without, however, using the mathematical framework of non-commutative
geometry (c.f. [CL]' [8Z]' [K8] and [18]). The main feature of the kit proposed here is that it
naturally inc1udes gravity and therefore unifies the latter with gauge theories.

The "input" of our model building kit is given by the following tripie:

(G, p, D). (12)

Again G denotes a (compact, semi-simple) gauge group, p its representation concerning an
internal space E and D any given Dirac operator on £ := S@E satisfying the relation (8), i.e.
D E V(£). The "rule" of our kit simply consists in calculating the Wodzicki function Wt;(D)
concerning the Dirac operator D. This means that one has to calculate the traces over the
gamma matrices regarding the last four terms in (10). The "output" is then a specific action
functional for the gauge theory in question. Gf course, the chosen Dirac operator also defines
a particular fermionic action. This is our general scheme. We now use this general building
kit in order to derive the combined Einstein-Hilbert-Yang-Mills-Higgs action. As we shall see
this follows from (10) in case that we usea specific Dirac operator D which also defines the
Dirac- Yukawa action.

3.2 The Einstein-Yang-Mills-Higgs building kit

vVe define the following particular Dirac operator:

D := ( Al D~ "(J.LVFJ.LV) . (13)

_"(J.LV FJ.Lv A2 D<i>
Here, the diagonal part of our Dirac operator is defined by the Dirac-Yukawa operator D<i>:=
-i Dy where we have re-scaled the Yukawa coupling term <I? == lIs@rP (with rP odd and anti-
hermitian) by <I> := a<I?
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(15)

(14)

(16)

The off-diagonal term is fixed by the element

F .- [\7 \7 1 1 : ab ~J.Lv'- J.L+ WJ.L' v + Wv - "4Rablfv'Y 0llE
. I

which can be considered as a "relative curvature" on c9.IHere, wJ.Lis given by

Iib v ~ I
wJ.L= -4gJ.Lv'Y 0</>, I

I
I
I

RabJ.Lv denotes the Riemannian curvature on M and Al, A2, a, b are real constants. Because of
(15) the Higgs field can be considered as defining a particular connection f;J.L= \7J.L+ wJ.Lon
c. Consequently, the Higgs field generalizes the Yang-Mills curvature on the gauge bundle E,
whereby the whole Dirac operator :0 is fully defined with respect to the Yukawa coupling term
~. Let us emphasizes that the Dirac-Yukawa operator is also mathematically distinguished
since it is of "simple type" (c.f. [AT]). Therefore, the Dirac operator (13) is indeed natural.

Regarding this particular Dirac operator (13) the Wodzicki function (9) reads:

We(:O) aOAIA2l;21 rM /191 d4x ;
M I

+ a2 ( tr(FJ.LVFJ.Lv)/I9Id4x I1M I

+ a3b2 r tr((\7 J.L</»* \7J.L</» /IrI d4x
1M I

+ !Mtr(b4a4(</>*</»2 - alAIA2aj2l;2(</>*</») /191 d4x,

with ao = 1/12, al = I/dimE, a2 = (1/2)al, a3 = (9/8)(h, a4 = (3/2)a3'

Here, the traces have to be performed within End(E) and therefore depend on the specific
representation p which is chosen in the input. Note that we have already introduced a physical

length scale which is fixed by the Planck length lp.

Of course, the fermionic part of the standard model is given by the Dirac- Yukawa action:

(17)

We remark that the relative constant in the off-diagonal term of the Dirac operator D is fixed
by the relative sign between the Einstein-Hilbert and thy Yang-Mills action (which has to be
positiv here) and that the Dirac-Yukawa action must be real. Indeed, the Dirac operator (13)

is anti-selfadjoint. . I

Let us denote by Tbosonic and by Tjermionic the bosonic lnd the fermionic action, respectively.
. I

If we then define \lf := (1/J, 1/J) we can summarize our resu+t as follows:
I
I

9Actually, it can be shown that this relative curvature is but the' "super curvature" F", := ('\7E + ibc/»2
on the internal space E. Thus the Riggs field can also be interpreted geometrically as apart of the
particular superconnection \JE +ibc/> on E (c.f. [NS]). Note that \JE +c/>uniquely defines the corresponding
super connection of the Dirac- Yukawa operator Dy.
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Ljermionic := < W, iDw >"" LDY. (18)

These two action functionals will always be on the output side when the Einstein- Yang-Mills-
Higgs building kit is concerned:

(C, p, D), (19)

with D defined by (13). We emphasize that in this particular case the Higgs representation is
always confained in the fermionic representation.

4 Conclusion

We have shown that the whole action functional of the standard model and of gravity can be
derived from a certain Dirac operator. This operator,in turn, is defined by the Yukawa coupling
term generating the masses of the fermions.

Moreover, our approach unifies gravity with Yang-Mills-Higgs gauge theories. The Einstein-
Hilbert action arises as a natural "companion" of the Yang-Mills-Higgs functional. Therefore,
the metric in Yang-Mills gauge theories is no longer fixed "by hand" but by the Einstein
equation, which is very satisfying, conceptually.

From a geometrical point of view the full action functional of the standard model can be
considered as encoded within the subleading term of the asymptotic expansion of the heat kernel
corresponding to the particular Dirac operator which we have introduced in the last section.
Consequently, it might be interesting also to investigate the next terms of the expansion which
could serve as a kind of correction terms to the classical action.
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